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Abstract—The concept of sustainability in real estate development has recently become one of the main concerns of the industry. As this will have an impact on market demand and supply, sustainability aspects—green building characteristics were shown to have an impact on property value. In order to confirm this, the present study examined the existing literature on factors affecting green buildings property value. Relevant literatures on the factors have been searched through academic databases. Content analysis was used to extract the attributes of green buildings and other factors affecting their value. Following the content analysis process, a conceptual framework for factors affecting the value of green buildings has been developed. This framework would provide an overview of the features of green buildings and other factors that have an impact on property values. Industry players, academics and policy makers may use this as input for further study, and policy making.

Index Terms—attributes, factors affecting, price, value, green, building, market value

1. INTRODUCTION
Property valuation can be known as the heart in the real estate industry. Valuation is the important process for the market transaction especially to value the types of property in real estate industry. Property value can be defined as the value that agreed by the seller and buyers according to the types of the property and the value of the property determined by the market value according to the demand and supply in economic theory. It may be higher or lower than the actual price depending on how the information given by the seller or buyer to buy or sell the property according to the condition of the property itself. Green building was introduced to have a sustainability development that focusing on the environment and development. There are several factors that have been reviewed in previous studies that show that there is a relationship between the value of the property and the green building. The relationship between sustainability and construction is important to the value of the property because it could have both positive and negative impacts on the development of the property market and the property market as a whole. Thus, this study aims to review on the attributes and the factors that affecting green buildings value. The remaining sections include Methods (Section 2), Findings (Section 3), Discussion (Section 4) and Conclusions and Recommendations (Section 5).

2. METHODS
In order to do that, a comprehensive search for the publications related to the factors affecting the value of green building was carried out. The databases searched include Google scholar, ScienceDirect, Scopus, Clarivate, and Crossref. For articles searching, the keywords that used were green building value, factors affecting green building value, price of green building, certificates of green building and market price green building. All data was qualitatively analyzed using content analysis. According to Krippendorff [16], content analysis is an analytical method for qualitative data. This method was chosen because all of the data collected was in the form of statements, explanations and opinions and insights. Content analysis was used to draw conclusions from the data. These methods have also been used previously by researchers in this field of study, i.e. real estate [2], [3], [4], [5] and facility management [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11].

3. FINDINGS
After thorough review, literatures with redundancy, not related at all and deemed unsuitable were filtered out. There are altogether 20 journals’ articles with publications related to the determinants of the green building value. The factors that influence the green building value extracted from around 20 articles which generated 24 factors in total as indicated in the following sections.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Factors (Author(s))</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Green building certification [2], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [19], [20], [21], [22]</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Green building features [13], [23], [15], [24], [25], [19], [20], [26], [17]</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Demographic Location [12], [24], [25], [20], [2], [17]</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Indoor environmental quality [15], [27], [17], [28], [29], [22]</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Reduction in site / source energy (energy saving) [15], [27], [2], [32], [29], [30]</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Higher rental rate [25], [20], [26], [17], [20], [21]</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Material Cost [12], [27], [2], [26], [31]</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Eco-labeling (Green label) [16], [14], [15], [24], [28]</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Green building certification level [14], [23], [2], [21]</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Geographic neighbourhood [15], [27], [32], [17]</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Quality of construction and material used [23], [30], [17]</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Green consumerism [20], [32], [43]</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Social and environmental benefits [32], [26], [29]</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Corporate social responsibility [15], [27]</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Government procurement policies [27], [28]</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Invest Time and Cooperation [12]</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Developer’s profit and extra risks to deliver [23]</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Size of the building [15]</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Based on Table 1, the factor Green Certification is supported by most of the articles among the journals found. There are 11 articles in total to support the factor of Green Certification in affecting the market value of the Green Building. Green Certification ranks the highest percentage of affecting the value of the Green Building. According to table 1, the green building features ranks the second place, supported by 9 articles in total. Based on the graphical results, the factors of demographic location, indoor environmental quality, reduction in site or energy saving and the higher rental rate share the same frequency of articles in supporting to the variable of the Green Building market value. Material cost and eco-labeling or green label is the fourth ranked percentage of agreement in affecting the property value of the green building. There are 10 articles (5 articles for each factor) in share the same point of view for influencing the property value of Green Building. The Green building certification level and the geographical neighborhood share the same frequency of articles which is 4 for each factor. Both of the factors ranked the in fifth place in terms of frequency. In addition, for the quality of construction and material use, green consumerism and social and environmental benefits, these factors rank the sixth. There are 9 articles elaborated on this factor in influencing the property price of green building with 3 articles for each factor respectively. The second least factor contribution to the value of the green buildings is the corporate social responsibility, government procurement policies and type of investors. Only 6 articles point out the factors. The factors are supported by 2 articles respectively. There are nine factors have the least contribution to the market value of green building; green building invest time and cooperation, developer’s profit and extra risks to deliver, size of building, type of industry, housing purchase purpose, high level of satisfaction from the occupants, maintenance cost, green space, and market competition. The factors are supported by only one article as per the result of present study. It can be generally argued that the factors are less likely to affect the value of the green building or to have a lower impact on the value of the green property.

4. DISCUSSION

There are 15 factors affecting the value of green building quoted by at least 2 or more articles in our findings and is seen to be more influential and significant.

4.1 Green building certification

Firstly, the green building certification is the most influencing factor among the others as found in our analysis which brings a great increase in value to the green building itself. There are various bodies which provide such certification; hence it serves as a prestige and recognition of quality for the building. The ‘certification’ attribute has the highest frequency, meaning that the ‘green building’ label (See 4.0) may be the key driver of certified building rental premium [20].

4.2 Green building features

The next factor affecting the value of green buildings is the green buildings’ features of [13], [23], [15], [24], [25], [19], [20], [26], [17]. There are several features or components certified under GBI. Except for solar photovoltaic, green roof and green living wall, some may not increase the value of the green building. Dastrup et al. [36] suggested that a photovoltaic solar house has a higher value than a photovoltaic solar-free house. Study by Ichihara and Cohen [37] indicated that a green-roofed apartment is rented 16.2% higher than a non-green-roofed apartment. Another factor contributing to the value increase in building is incorporation of green roof and green wall [37], [38]. The advantages of green roofing, which help mitigate the problem of storm water runoff, are also considered to improve green buildings value [37].

4.3 Demographic location

Demographic location has always been the main factor affecting property value; green building is not exceptional [12], [24], [25], [20], [2], [17]. Proximity to nearby facilities such as train station and crowd attraction areas will always affect demand for space or properties in such area which directly increases value of the property. If a certified green building stands in a good location and has a green certification, it can maintain both high occupancy rates and high sales costs.

4.4 Indoor environmental quality

The next factor is indoor environmental quality [15], [27], [17], [28], [29], [22]. Sound and productive occupants, as well as increased indoor quality, are the qualities of green building [26], [33]. These factors are always linked to increased productivity of employees. More companies are starting to invest in green building workspace for this very purpose. These buildings, of better environmental quality indoors, would encourage owners or tenants to purchase or rent them at a higher price or rental price. In addition, the complaint rate for indoor environmental quality green-certified hotels was about 19 percent lower than for non-green hotels, resulting in a noticeable 6.5 percent room premium [27].

4.5 Reduction in site / source energy (energy saving)

Energy savings bring financial benefits to users or owners, as they can save money from utility bills for water and electricity, which in the long run can actually pay off the initial installation costs and save even more. Kats et al. [34] argue that, in addition to improving health and productivity, the financial benefits of reduced energy and water consumption are 10 times higher than the additional construction costs required to meet the green design criteria. The result of this study showed that every $1 reduction in the annual electricity bill could increase the market value of the house by $20.73 [35]. The participation of conserved energy can therefore be observed in Madew [39] which reports a 60% decrease in the energy and water consumption of green buildings. He also points out that green buildings have a higher market value of 10% and a higher rental rate of 5% to 10%. Clearly, these factors will make a positive contribution to the value of green buildings [15], [27], [2], [32], [29], [30].

4.6 Higher rental rate

Designing green buildings for energy efficiency could result in residents paying higher green space rental costs. Reduced energy use from the point of view of the tenants is directly related to the tenants’ costs of occupying green buildings. The
ability of green buildings to leverage higher rental rates due to a number of benefits accrued to them will also directly increase the value of the said building. This is because the property is in a position to generate more income than conventional buildings, which will attract many property investors, thereby generating market demand. Subsequently, Halim’s [40] study in Malaysia found green office buildings attract higher rates per square foot and lower operating costs, respectively RM0.50-RM2.25 and RM0.164 per square foot. These show rental rate may affect green buildings value [25], [20], [26], [17], [20], [21].

4.7 Material Cost
Cost has always been closely linked to price and value Material Cost [12], [27], [2], [26], [31]. Developers will have to increase the price of green buildings if the cost of construction is higher than that of conventional buildings in order to maintain their profit margin. Installation of green components will incur higher construction costs, thus increasing the value of the green building’s property. In Australia, a study conducted by Morris and Matthiesen [41] using the Green Star Rating and Sustainable Building Certification System found that construction costs for a five-star solution increased by about 3-5%.

4.8 Eco-labeling (Green label)
Some authors consider the first factor (see 4.1) as eco-labeling. There are studies show commercial building with an Energy Star certification will lease for around 3 percent more per square foot; the contrast in viable lease is evaluated to be almost 7 percent. The increase in the cost of the offer may be up to 16%. In smaller markets and districts, and in more remote parts of larger metropolitan areas, where area rents are lower, there appears to be more esteem on the label [15]. Thus, eco-labeling is one of the factors that affecting green buildings value as indicated in previous studies [16] [14], [15], [24], [28].

4.9 Green building certification level
Robinson et al. [42] confirmed that tenants were more willing to pay more for certified buildings. The cost increased by an additional 5 per cent with the introduction of a 6-Star non-iconic design solution. Weerasinghe et al. [12] found that the cost premium for green buildings was based on the different levels of green certification, i.e. BREEM, Green Star, LEED. They concluded that the cost premium increases with the level of certification. In short, the green building value has a positive relationship with the green certification level [14], [23] [2], [21]. This means that the higher the level of green building certification, the higher its value.

4.10 Geographic neighbourhood
Geographic neighborhoods also play an important role in influencing the value of green buildings [15], [27], [32], [17]. It is known that for green buildings, ceteris paribus, where the place premium is smaller, there is a higher relative premium [17]. That is, in smaller or lower-cost regions or in less expensive metropolitan areas, the percentage increase in rent or value of green buildings is systematically higher [17].

4.11 Quality of construction and material use
Environmentally friendly materials and recycled water have been shown to reduce property values by 0.05 and 0.2 per cent per square meter respectively [28]. In addition, there is a reported skill deficiency in Malaysia in terms of energy building skills requirements [44]. These attributes are crucial because a satisfactory and sustainable building can never be built without proper design and construction. It is clear that a poorly built green building cannot have a high market value and vice-versa [23], [30], [17].

4.12 Green consumerism
Indeed, the growing trend of green consumerism is contributing to a change in the value of green buildings [20], [32], [43], [45]. Awareness of the importance of higher living standards and quality of life will lead more people to pursue a green lifestyle [43]. People who understand the benefits of a green building, either physically, psychologically or financially, and at the same time have financial capabilities will want to own one of them. If more demand is generated on the market, the value will also increase. In addition, Chau, Tse, and Chung [46] also reported that green housing residents were willing to pay more in order to enjoy green landscapes and facilities.

4.13 Social and environmental benefits
The social and environmental benefits of green buildings are one of the factors leading to a price increase [32], [26], [29]. Demand for green development is on the rise as environmental awareness among Malaysians increases. They believe green building not only saves energy and money, but also reduces the impact of climate change [22].

4.14 Corporate social responsibility
Corporate social responsibility is a driving force behind the demand for green buildings [18] and this could affect green buildings value [15], [27]. Increased demand will generate higher value for these buildings.

4.15 Government procurement policies
Government procurement policies will have a direct effect on the value of green buildings [27], [28]. Government monetary green tax incentives can attract companies to participate in green buildings as they can subsidize their cost burden resulting in positive financial benefits. This government action could reduce the prices of green building inputs through economies of scale and learning effects [27]. This will increase the supply of green buildings at a more reasonable price due to lower initial costs and an incentive to attract developers. Another possible policy would be to provide green property owners or occupants with a reduced tax or a total tax exemption that would generate more demand for green buildings.

4.16 Invest Time and Cooperation
Time to invest in green buildings has an indirect impact on the value of green buildings. As the green building differs from the design of the architecture, it takes the necessary cost and time to integrate the green building into a complete project. Cost and time taken increase the cost premium and increase the value of the green building. According to the graph, this factor is less likely to have a realistic effect on the value of the green building. Green buildings have been identified as requiring increased architectural and engineering design time, modeling costs and time to integrate green buildings into the completed project, where the cost premium for green buildings is increased [12].
4.17 Developer’s profit and extra risks to deliver
The value of green building is affected by the developer’s profit, and the extra risk to deliver is less likely to be strongly correlated. In other words, this factor is less likely to affect the value of green building. In the case of green building, the price premium for homebuyers is higher than the developer's cost premium, mainly due to the developer's profit and extra risk to deliver for this green [23]. The high profit margin of the developer in the construction of green buildings is less likely to affect the price of green buildings. The Green Building Price Premium is found to be between 10% and 31%. The World Business Council reported a similar range of 11 to 28 per cent of the green building price premium [23]. This analysis has shown that there is a high difference between the price premium and the cost premium for green building, which means that the profit margin of the developer is the main factor.

4.18 Size of the building
The size of the building has less impact on the value of the green building. Rental is higher in a larger building with a square footage. In terms of the highest and best use of the building, the size of the building is not a significant variable that influences the value of the green building. Eichholtz et al. [15] stated that the rent for larger buildings is high, but rather small, in square feet.

4.19 Types of industry
The demand for green buildings among companies active in the refining and energy industries is higher [18]. They tend to rent green spaces in order to be compatible with the nature of the sector. Green construction value is driven by the demand for certain industries, such as finance, insurance and real estate. Differences in the cross-industry and the nature of the firms play a role in determining the value of the green building. However, this factor is less likely to have a significant impact on the value of the green building.

4.20 Housing purchase purpose
The purpose of the purchase of housing and the location of housing is said to have had a significant impact on the price of green buildings. The purpose of buying housing depends on the consumer’s own perspective, with different consumers having their own motives to purchase buildings [24]. For example, if residents are more concerned about environmental quality, they are willing to pay a higher price premium on green buildings. Demand is indirectly lowering the price of green building as high as quality is assured. They're willing to pay more to live in a green environment. As a result, the value of green building is less affected by this factor.

4.21 High level of satisfaction
The high level of satisfaction with the green building leads to a change in the value of the green building [47]. The rationale for owning a green building is due to the satisfaction of energy efficiency at home. It brings long-term benefits that are satisfied by the owner of a green home. Satisfaction of the owners does not directly influence the price of the green building as the source of satisfaction stems from the nature of the green buildings.

4.22 Maintenance Cost
The use of environmentally friendly materials tends to increase maintenance costs [19]. Increased maintenance costs will increase the cost of green building construction. However, this is not a direct factor in the price of a green building.

4.23 Green space
The green space element affects the value of the green building. Green space continues to bring indirect social, environmental and future benefits. Life-long benefits are the determinant of the value of the green building variable. The benefits of green building are to ensure the quality of life of green building residents [32]. As agreed by the authors, the effect of this factor on the value of green buildings is not
significant.

4.24 Market competition and gentrification

Lastly, the market condition is the least supported factor that affects green building value. There’s competition and green gentrification on the market. Li Zhang [27] said it has been shown that the increase in supply of green buildings has a negative impact on the price of green property. This was because of competition from the market. Supply has a positive impact on residential buildings’ average rent and price, known as green gentrification.

5. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The value of the green building property has been influenced by many factors (24), all of which are discussed in this research paper. As a result, it can be concluded that there are two types of factors affecting the value of green buildings (internal and external)(see Fig. 1). Figure 1 is presented as a conceptual framework for factors that affect the value of green buildings. Overall, we have found that the factors have a strong relationship with the increase in the value of green buildings. However, different factors play different roles and affect the value of the property to varying degrees and to some extent. These factors should be extended or updated as the market is constantly changing. Awareness among people is, above all, the most important way to unite and pursue a more desirable environment.
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